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ABSTRACT

A new method was developed for the determination of uranium in groundwater
above 30µg/L (30ppb). This concentration is the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for
uranium in drinking water, which was set in December 2003 by the US EPA under the
provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act. The method is rapid and requires little
technical training to conduct, allowing it to be used by consumers, in the laboratory, or in
the field. The two-step technique involves preconcentrating uranium using a U/TEVA-2
extraction chromatographic resin followed by complexation with a pyridylazo indicator
dye, Br-PADAP. At neutral pH, a counter ion is needed to stabilize the organometallic
complex, which has an absorbance at 578nm. Although spectrophotometry can be used
to quantify the uranium in a sample, the color change is visible to the eye.
Preconcentration using U/TEVA-2 also serves to eliminate metals that may interfere with
the quantification of uranium.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Uranium is a naturally occurring radioactive element widely distributed among
igneous rocks and oxide minerals. There are three naturally occurring uranium
isotopes—238U, 235U, and 234U—all undergo radioactive decay by alpha emission
accompanied by weak gamma radiation. Table 1.1 shows the natural abundance and
half-life for each of the three uranium isotopes. Uranium-238 and uranium-235 are the
parents for the uranium and actinium decay series, respectively. Uranium-234 is a
member of the uranium decay series. The uranium and actinium decay series are
sketched in Figure 1.1. Although all three uranium isotopes are present in groundwater,
238

U and 234U predominate in natural waters (Morrow, 2001).

Table 1.1 Relative abundance of uranium isotopes
238
235
U
U

234

U

Natural Abundance (%)

99.27

0.72

0.0055

Half-life (years)

4.47 billion

700 million

246,000

Uranium ore, composed of uranium-containing minerals such as uraninite, U3O8,
and carnotite, K2(UO2)2(VO4)2·3H2O, is a mixture of 238U, 234U, and decay progeny. The
decay chain is in disequilibrium due to the escape of radon gas to the atmosphere.
Natural uranium found in minerals such as uraninite and carnotite is chemically stable
under reducing conditions. However, if oxidants are introduced to the surface of these
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minerals, oxidative dissolution occurs (Amee et al., 2005). Uranium then leaches into
groundwater and subsequently becomes present in water supplies.
It has been estimated that 0.3-6% of all ingested uranium is absorbed and
deposited in the bones, kidneys, liver, and other soft tissues (Taylor and Taylor, 1997).
This may result in nephritis, kidney damage, and an increased cancer risk. To ensure that
there is insignificant risk to human health over a lifetime of drinking the water, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulation for public water systems sets the
maximum contaminant level (MCL) for uranium at 30µg/L, effective December 8, 2003
(EPA, 2000).
Currently, there is no consumer-based test available to detect uranium in drinking
water. Instead, homeowners concerned about the uranium content of private well water
must send samples to an approved laboratory for testing. The ideal consumer test would
be rapid, accurate, not require extensive sample preparation, and require little or no
technical training to conduct. Examples of consumer-based tests that fulfill these
requirements include litmus paper tests for pH and kits for lead in drinking water. Our
goal with this research is to develop a colorimetric test for quantification of uranium in
groundwater based around the formation of a uranium-dye complex. The resulting
procedure can be utilized by technicians in the laboratory or field or by consumers at
home.
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Uranium Decay
Series

Actinium Decay
Series

Uranium-238 (4.47x109yrs)

Uranium-235 (26min)

Thorium-234 (24.10d)

Thorium-231 (1.063d)

Protactinium-234 (1.17min/6.69hrs)

Protactinium-231 (3.28x104yrs)

Uranium-234 (2.46x105yrs)

Actinium-227 (21.772yrs)

Thorium-230 (7.54x104yrs)

Thorium-227 (18.68d)

Francium-223 (21.8min)

Radium-223 (11.435d)

Radium-226 (1599yrs)
Radon-222 (3.8235d)

Radon-219 (3.96s)

Polonium-218 (3.10min)

Polonium-215 (1.781ms)

Lead-214 (27min)

Lead-211 (36.1min)

Astatine-218 (1.5s)

Bismuth-214 (19.9min)
Polonium-214 (163.7µs)

Thallium-210 (1.30min)

Bismuth-211 (2.14min)
Polonium-211 (25.2s/0.516s)

Thallium-207 (4.77min)

Lead-207 (stable)

Lead-210 (22.3yrs)
Bismuth-210 (3x106yrs/5.01d)
Polonium-210 (138.38d)

Actinium-215 (0.10ms)

Alpha decay
Beta decay

Thallium-206 (4.20min)

Lead-206 (stable)

Figure 1.1 Uranium and actinium decay series
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) requires the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate national primary drinking water regulations and
include criteria and procedures that can be used to assure that a drinking water supply
complies with such regulations. The EPA has several approved analytical methods for
radionuclide quantification with four specific uranium methodologies: radiochemistry
(EPA, 1980a), fluorometry (EPA, 1980b), alpha spectroscopy (Lieberman, 1984), and
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS; EPA, 2004). While these
methods are suitable for uranium quantification in a laboratory setting, consumers do not
have access to the technical skills, strong chemicals, and complicated instrumentation
required to perform them.
In a 1988 national study, the average concentration of uranium in groundwater
was found to be 1.86µg/L with only 3% of water supplies having a concentration greater
than 10µg/L (Longtin, 1988). Since it can be difficult to quantify such low levels of
uranium, it may be necessary to first concentrate the uranium in a water sample. Three of
the four EPA approved methods require uranium concentration/purification before
uranium quantification.
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Uranium Concentration/Purification
An important part of any uranium analysis is dealing with interferences, which
either attenuate the uranium output or produce a signal that is indistinguishable from that
of uranium. There are several general methods that can be used to prevent interferences,
including ion exchange, chemical or electrolytic precipitation, solvent extraction, and
chromatography.

Ion Exchange
Ion exchange is a process by which ions held on a porous, insoluble solid are
exchanged for ions in a solution that is brought in contact with the solid (Skoog et al.,
2000). Synthetic ion-exchange resins are high-molecular-weight polymers that contain
an excess of ionic functional groups. Cation-exchange resins contain acidic groups,
whereas anion-exchange resins have basic groups. Strong acid exchangers contain
sulfonic acid (—SO3-H+) groups attached to the polymeric matrix and have wider
application than weak acid exchangers, which contain carboxylic acid (—COOH) groups.
Similarly, strong base anion exchangers contain quaternary amine (—N(CH3)3+OH-)
groups, whereas weak-base types contain secondary or tertiary amines (Skoog et al.,
2000).
Ion exchange resins can be used to eliminate interferences as well as concentrate
ions from dilute solutions. For example, traces of most metallic elements in large
volumes of natural waters will pass through an anion exchange column while uranium
will be collected on the resin. Elements such as iron and plutonium can be eluted from
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the column with a 9:1 solution of 8N HCl to 47% HI. Uranium can then be eluted with
0.1N HCl (EPA, 1980a).
Dowex™ 21K is a strong-base anion exchange resin with a trimethylamine
functional group. Lockheed Martin (1997) and Phillips et al. (2008) have shown that this
resin is effective in removing more than 90% uranium from a near neutral, low-nitratecontaining groundwater. However, Dowex™ 21K is ineffective in removing uranium
from high-nitrate-containing groundwater due to the acidic pH.
The ion exchange method used by Phillips et al. (2008) included rinsing
Dowex™ 21K resin with deionized water before packing 350g into a column. Water was
passed through the prepared column at a flow rate of 150 mL/min. Total uranium was
measured by inductively coupled argon plasma/mass spectrometry.

Precipitation
Precipitation involves removing a solute from a solution as an insoluble species.
The radiochemistry methodology approved by the EPA purifies the uranium in a sample
by coprecipitating it with ferric hydroxide (EPA, 1980a) while the fluorometry method
concentrates uranium by coprecipitation with aluminum phosphate (EPA, 1980b). In
both methods, the precipitate is then filtered and washed to separate it from the
supernatant.
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Solvent Extraction
Solvent extraction methods can be more advantageous over precipitation methods
for separating inorganic species because the processes of equilibration and separation of
phases in a separatory funnel are less tedious and time consuming than conventional
precipitation, filtration, and washing (Skoog et al., 2000). Many organic chelating agents
are weak acids that yield neutral complexes (chelates) when bound with metal ions. Both
the chelating agents and metal chelates tend to be very soluble in organic solvents and
nearly insoluble in water while metal ions are water-soluble.
When an aqueous solution containing a metal cation is extracted with an organic
solution containing a large excess of chelating agent, four equilibria are established:
distribution of the chelating agent between the organic and aqueous phases, acid
dissociation of the chelating agent in the aqueous phase, complex formation, and
distribution of the chelate between the two solvents. Because equilibrium constants vary
among metal ions, it is possible to selectively extract one cation from another by
buffering the aqueous solution at a level where one is extracted nearly completely and the
second remains largely in the aqueous phase.
Solvent extraction is used extensively for reprocessing nuclear fuel through the
uranium extraction (UREX) process. This process separates fuel into a transuranium
(TRU) product stream for conversion to a mixed oxide reactor fuel, separates 99Tc for
conversion to transmutation targets, and produces a uranium product stream that meets
criteria for disposal as a Class C low-level waste (LLW; Rudisill et al., 2002). The goals
of the UREX process are to recover 99.9+% of uranium and 95+% technetium in separate
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product streams while rejecting 99.9+% of TRU isotopes to the raffinate. Rudisill et al.
(2002) met these goals by using acetohydroxamic acid (AHA) to complex plutonium and
neptunium, preventing them from being extracted with uranium and technetium. A 30%
(v/v) solution of tribuytlphosphate (TBP) is used to extract uranium and technetium,
which is stripped from the solvent with concentrated nitric acid. Figure 2.1 shows a flow
sheet for the UREX process.

Figure 2.1 Flow sheet of UREX process (Rudisill et al., 2002). TBP =
tribuytlphosphate; FP = fission product; AHA = acetohydroxamic acid
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Extraction Chromatography
Eichrom Technologies, Inc. manufactures several chromatographic resins, such as
its LN and U/TEVA series, for use in extraction chromatography procedures (Eichrom
Technologies, 2007). Extraction chromatography is essentially liquid-liquid extraction
on a bead, consisting of three components: the inert support, the stationary phase, and the
mobile phase. The inert support used by Eichrom consists of porous silica ranging from
50 to 150µm in diameter, although other materials and particle sizes can be used.
Organic liquid extractants are incorporated into the stationary phase and the
mobile phase is typically an acid solution (Eichrom, 2007). While Eichrom Technologies
has a variety of extraction chromatography resins available (Table 2.1), we have decided
to focus on the U/TEVA and LN resins series, which have been developed in recent
years. The organic liquid extractants for LN, LN2, and LN3 are bis-(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphoric acid (HDEHP), 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid (HEH[EHP]), and
bis-(2,4,4 trimethylpentyl) phosphinic acid (H[TMPeP]), respectively. Diamyl,
amylphosphonate (DAAP) and 1:1 DAAP:Cyanex 923® are the organic liquid extractants
for U/TEVA and U/TEVA-2, respectively. These extractants are summarized in Table
2.2 and the corresponding molecular structures are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Table 2.1 Eichrom extraction chromatography resin products (Eichrom, 2007)
Resin
Application
Actinide
Group actinide separations; gross alpha measurements
Beryllium

Be

DGA

Actinides, Lanthanides, Y, Ra

Diphonix®

Actinides and transition metals

LN

Lanthanides, Radium-228

MnO2

Ra

Nickel

Ni

Pb
RE

Pb
Th, U, Np, Pu, Am, Cm, rare earth elements

Sr

Sr, Pb
®

TEVA
TRU

Tc, Th, Np, Pu, Am, lanthanides
Fe, Th, Pa, U, Np, Pu, Am, Cm

®

U/TEVA

Th, U, Np, Pu

Table 2.2 Stationary phase liquid extractants for Eichrom resins
Resin
Extractant
Reference
LN series:
LN

HDEHP

Horwitz et al., 2006.

LN2

HEH[EHP]

Horwitz et al., 2006

LN3

H[TMPeP]

Horwitz et al., 2006

U/TEVA

DAAP

U/TEVA-2

1:1 DAAP: Cyanex 923®

Eichrom, 2007
Horwitz and McAlister, 2004
Dietz et al., 2001

U/TEVA series:
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C5H11O

O
P

O
C5H11

O

O

OR"

OR"

P
R'"

OC5H11
DAAP

R'

R'"

Cyanex 923®

O

O
P

OH

O

O
P

OH

O
HDEHP

HEH[EHP]

O
P

OH

H[TMPeP]

Figure 2.2 Molecular structures for Eichrom resin extractants

Extraction Chromatography Theory
The effectiveness of a chromatographic column in separating two solutes depends
upon the relative rates at which the two species are eluted. These rates are determined by
the equilibrium constants for the reactions by which the solutes distribute themselves
between the mobile and stationary phases. Often, these reactions involve the transfer of
the analyte between the mobile and stationary phases (Skoog et al., 1998). Therefore, an
equilibrium constant can be written

K=
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cs
cm

(2.1)

where cs is the concentration of the solute in the stationary phase and cm is its
concentration in the mobile phase. In extraction chromatography, the equilibrium
constant is commonly expressed as a volume distribution ratio, Dv. Volume distribution
ratios are calculated using equation 2.2
Dv = K

d extr
0 .4

(2.2)

where dextr is the density of the extractant in grams per milliliter and 0.4 is the extractant
loading in grams of extractant per gram of resin (Horwitz et al., 2006). Table 2.3 shows

dextr values for resins of interest.

Table 2.3 dextr values for selected Eichrom resins
Eichrom Resin

dextr (g/mL)

LN3

0.89

U/TEVA-2

0.90

The retention factor, or capacity factor, is used to describe the migration rates of solutes
on columns. The retention factor, k’, is defined as

k ' = Dv

Vs
Vm

(2.3)

where Vs and Vm are the volumes of the stationary and mobile phases, respectively. The
higher the retention factor, the slower the migration rate through the column. Ideally,
separations are performed under conditions in which the retention factors for the solutes
in a mixture are between 2 and 10 (Skoog et al., 1998).
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U/TEVA-2
The U/TEVA-2 resin is selective for +4 and +6 actinides by forming nitrato
complexes with these elements (Eichrom, 2007). Figure 2.3 shows that the formation of
these complexes is dependent on the pH of the solution. For uranium, the retention factor
increases with increasing nitric acid concentration until 1M, where the retention factor
begins to decrease with increasing nitric acid concentration. Concentrating the uranium
in a sample requires a high retention factor so that large sample volumes can be passed
through the column without uranium breakthrough.

LN3
Figure 2.4 is a graph of retention factor versus nitric acid concentration for
americium(III) and on LN, LN2, and LN3 resins. As the LN resin evolves, it is possible
to extract Am(III) from less acidic solutions while maintaining a high k’. This is due to
the added steric hindrance and reduced acidity of the phosphinic acid with the
advancement of the LN resin (Horwitz et al. 2006). Because americium and uranium are
both actinide elements, this trend can also be expected for uranium.
Horwitz et al. (2006) also used batch experiments to show that sorption
equilibrium is achieved within 30 minutes for lanthanides on LN3 and hypothesized that
this rapid establishment of equilibrium is due to interfacial mass transfer of the metal ion
across the aqueous/organic interface.
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10

50-100 µm, 1 hr equilibration, 22(1) C

5

10

4

10

3

k' for 10

2

LN
LN2
LN3

Am(III)

15

10

1

10

0

10

-1

10

-3

10

-2

10

-1

10

0

[HNO 3]

Figure 2.3 Uptake of actinide ions on U/TEVA-2 resin
(Horwitz and McAlister, 2004)

Figure 2.4 Dependence of Am(III) k’ on pH for LN, LN2,
and LN3 resins (Horwitz and McAlister, 2006)

Metal Interferences
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 list the average concentrations of major (>1mg/L), minor
(1µg/L < x > 1mg/L), and trace (<1µg/L) constituents in groundwater (Langmuir, 1997).
Kalinich (2000) tested most of the elements in Table 2.5 to determine if they would bind
2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol (Br-PADAP). Table 2.6 summarizes
the results of these tests that were conducted at unknown concentrations of these
elements. Those elements capable of binding Br-PADAP—cadmium, cobalt, copper,
iron, manganese, nickel, zinc—were masked with a mixture of
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and sodium citrate.

Table 2.4 Average concentrations of major (>1mg/L) constituents in groundwater
(Langmuir, 1997).

Constituent

Concentration (mg/L)

HCO3Ca+2

200
50

Cl

-

K+

Constituent
Mg+2

Concentration (mg/L)
7

Na+

30

-2

20

SO4

3

SiO2(aq)

16

30
16

Table 2.5 Average concentrations of minor (1µg/L < x > 1mg/L) and trace (<1µg/L)
elements in surface-waters and groundwaters (Langmuir, 1997)

Element

Concentration
(µg/L)

Al
Ag

10
0.3

As

Element

Cs

Concentration
(µg/L)
0.02

P

Concentration
(µg/L)
20

Cu

3

Pb

3

2

F

100

Rb

1

Au

0.002

Fe

100

Sb

2

B

10

Hg

0.07

Se

0.4

Ba

20

I

7

Sn

0.1

Be

5

400

0.005

0.2
3

Sr

Bi

La
Li

Th

0.1

Br

20

Mn

15

Ti

3

Cd

0.03

Mo

1.5

W

0.03

Co

0.1

Nb

1

V

2

Cr

1

Ni

1.5

Zn
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Element

Instead of employing a masking agent, we hypothesize that the extraction
chromatography process will eliminate any of these metal interferences. Table 2.7
displays the elution behavior of several of these elements on the U/TEVA-2 column
(Horwitz and McAlister, 2004). These data indicate that eluting a U/TEVA-2 column
with 13.2mL 2M HNO3 removes 100% of Cd, 96.2% of Cu, 98.2% of Fe, 97.1% of Mn,
and 100% of Mi from the column while retaining 100% of the uranium. Similarly,
Figure 2.5 compares the elution behavior of selected elements on the LN, LN2, and LN3
resins (Horwitz and McAlister, 2006). The retention factor of these elements shifts to
higher pH values with the advancement of resin material. Therefore, as the LN resin
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evolves, the number of free column volumes of select mobile phase required to elute the
interference metals (k’) decreases.
If the extraction chromatography process does not eliminate metal interferences, a
combination of methods can be used to prevent them from binding with Br-PADAP.
Adding ascorbic acid will reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II) and aluminum nitrate will prevent the
interference of phosphate (Eichrom, 2007). Following the example of Kalinich (2000), a
mixture of EDTA and sodium citrate may also be used.

Table 2.6 Metals tested for the ability to bind with Br-PADAP (Kalinich 2000)

Do Not Bind with Br-PADAP
Aluminum
Barium
Calcium
Cerium
Cesium
Chromium
Gadolinium

Gold
Lead
Lanthanum
Lithium
Magnesium
Mercury
Molybdenum

Bind with Br-PADAP

Potassium
Rubidium
Silver
Sodium
Tantalum
Tungsten

Cadmium
Cobalt
Copper
Iron
Manganese
Nickel
Zinc

Uranium Quantification
Historically, instrumental methods such as those approved by the EPA have been
used to quantify uranium in drinking water. These methods include gas-flow
proportional counting, alpha spectroscopy, kinetic phosphorimetry (KPA), and ICP-MS.
However, new developments using colorimetric methods that employ smart polymers and
selective chromogenic reagents may be more suitable for consumer use.
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Table 2.7 Percent elution of selected elements off a U/TEVA-2 chromatographic
column with 2M HNO3 (Horwitz and McAlister, 2004)

Number of Free Column Volumes*

Element

1-5

Cd
100
Cu
91
Fe
94
Mn
96
Ni
101
U
*1 free column volume = 0.66mL

10

Fe
10

4

10

3

k' 10

2

10

1

10

0

Fe(II)
Mn(II)
Cu(II)
Ni(II)
Co(II)
Cr(III)

Mn
Cu

11-15

16-20

2.1
3.0
1.1
-

3.1
1.2
-

<0.1
-

LN3

LN2

LN

5

6-10

Cr

Fe
k' for Co, Ni <1
for all [HNO 3]

Mn

Cu
Co
Ni

Fe
Cu

k' for Co, Cr and Ni
<1 for all [HNO3]

Mn

Cr
10

-1

10

-4

10

-3

-2

10
[HNO3]

10

-1

10

-4

10

-3

-2

10
[HNO 3]

10

-1

10

-4

10

-3

-2

10
10
[HNO 3]

-1

10

0

Figure 2.5 Elution behavior for selected elements on LN, LN2, and LN3 resins
(Horwitz and McAlister, 2006)
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Instrumental Methods
Gas-flow proportional counters primarily measure gross alpha or beta activity, but
can also be used to measure gross gamma activity. Because these systems have poor
energy resolution, they cannot be used to identify specific radionuclides and are,
therefore, good for screening contaminated areas. Gas-flow proportional counters have
low counting efficiencies of approximately 15-20% for unattenuated alpha sources
(MARSSIM, 2000).
Semiconductor diode detectors are widely used in alpha spectroscopy because of
their superior energy resolution and relatively good counting efficiency. Counting
efficiency varies with size of the source and detector as well as with the source-detector
distance, and is typically between 10% and 45% (Hou and Roos, 2008). Energy
resolution, based on the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a peak, is generally
greater than 10keV and depends upon the distance between the source and detector as
well as the size and thickness of the source (Knoll, 2000). Spectral resolution increases
with increasing distance between the source and detector. Although the resolution of
semiconductors for alpha spectrometry is good, small differences in alpha particle energy
between some alpha emitters make it difficult to spectrometrically separate the peaks.
The charge and slow speed of alpha particles results in significant energy losses
even in very thin absorbers. It is, therefore, essential to prepare a thin source. This can
be carried out by electro-deposition, evaporation, co-precipitation, electrospraying,
electrostatic precipitation, spontaneous deposition, or molecular plating (Holm 2001).
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The detection limit of alpha spectrometry is very good. For long-lived
radioisotopes, the detection limit is lower than 10-12g (Hoe and Roos, 2008). However,
alpha spectrometry often requires long counting times in addition to the long chemical
separation procedure used for the complete separation of the target radionuclide(s) from
the matrix and interfering radionuclides.
Kinetic phosphorimetry is a fast, sensitive, and accurate method used to determine
uranium concentrations in aqueous solutions with a detection limit of 1ng/L (10-12g;
Brina and Miller, 1992). Generally, drinking water can be analyzed without
pretreatment. Interferences from organic species can be overcome by successive
dilutions and the addition of Uraplex, a complexing agent, minimizes quenching by
solvent molecules (Brina and Miller, 1993). This increases the signal:noise ratio, and
therefore, the sensitivity of the method.
In recent years, ICP-MS has been used increasingly for the determination of
radionuclides in environmental, biological and waste samples (Becker, 2000; Becker,
2003; Lariviere et al., 2006). Chemical compounds contained in the sample solution are
decomposed into their atomic constituents in an inductively coupled argon plasma at a
plasma temperature of approximately 6000-8000K, ensuring a high degree of ionization
with a low fraction of multiply charged ions (Skoog et al., 1998). Positively charged ions
are extracted from the inductively coupled plasma into a high vacuum of the mass
spectrometer, then separated by mass filters and finally measured by an ion detector. The
detection limit of ICP-MS varies from 10-15 to 10-8g depending on interferences and the
sensitivity of the instrument (Hou and Roos, 2008).
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The major problem in identifying radioisotopes using IC-MS is the appearance of
isobaric interferences of other elements at the same mass or from polyatomic ions (Hou
and Roos, 2008). Removing these interferences is possible through mass
spectrophotometer modifications at the expense of sensitivity.
While these methods are suitable for uranium quantification in a laboratory
setting, consumers do not have access to the technical skills, strong chemicals, and
complicated instrumentation required to perform them. Colorimetric methods are a
viable alternative for consumer use by eliminating these barriers.

Colorimetric Methods
Smart polymers, which are materials capable of sensing and responding to
changes in their environment, are of recent interest to the polymer chemistry field. For
example, smart polymers react to physical stimuli such as altered temperature
(Bergbreiter et al., 1993, 1997; Bergbreiter and Caraway, 1996). They also respond to
chemical stimuli such as changes in pH or the presence of hazardous material (Gray et
al., 2001). Gray et al. (2001) developed a procedure for sensing and decontaminating a
contaminated surface, in which a sensing, strippable coating is sprayed on a uraniumcontaminated surface. As the coating dries, uranium is drawn into and entrapped within
the coating. The smart coating also displays a vivid color change (orange to purple) in
the regions of contamination with a visible detection limit of 0.55µg/cm2 for uranium on
glass. The coating is then stripped from the surface, removing the uranium. The main
indicator used in this process is 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol
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(Br-PADAP), which forms soluble aqueous chelates of uranium by coordination through
the N and O atoms (Rawat et al., 2006). Figure 2.6 displays the structure of Br-PADAP.
The Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute developed a process wherein
natural and depleted uranium can be detected in biological samples using a Br-PADAPuranium complex (Kalinich, 2000; Kalinich and McClain, 2005). Its procedure involved
adding a masking agent, a buffer, a solubilizing agent, and Br-PADAP to a urine sample
and determining the absorbance of the resulting solution at 578nm. The sensitivity of the
procedure is reported to be 30µg/L without preconcentration.

Br
N

N N

N
HO

Figure 2.6 Structure of 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol
(Br-PADAP)

Significance of Research
In 2001, the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
(SC DHEC) detected elevated concentrations of uranium in water from private wells in
Simpsonville and Fountain Inn (ATSDR, 2008; Orloff et al., 2004). Scientists linked
local geology to the 30-40 wells found to have a uranium concentration greater than
30µg/L, which is the limit the EPA has established for public water supplies. Other areas
in the United States with elevated concentrations of naturally occurring uranium in
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groundwater include the Colorado Plateau, Western Central Plateau, Rocky Mountain
System, and Pacific Mountain System (Hess et al., 1985).
The colorimetric test described in this thesis could lead to a consumer-based
procedure that would allow homeowners to determine when their drinking water is above
EPA established levels. The method also has application for field measurements or as a
laboratory screening technique.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Currently, there is no consumer-based test available to detect uranium in drinking
water. Instead, homeowners concerned about the uranium content of private well water
must send samples to an approved laboratory for testing. The ideal consumer test would
be rapid, accurate, not require extensive sample preparation, and require little or no
technical training to conduct. Our goal with this research is to develop a colorimetric test
for quantification of uranium in groundwater based around the formation of a uraniumdye complex. The resulting procedure can be utilized by technicians in the laboratory or
field or by consumers at home.
The following tasks were completed to achieve this research goal: (1) measure the
ability of two chromatographic resins, UTEVA 2 and LN3, to concentrate uranium, (2)
measure the dependence of uranium-dye complexation with uranium concentration, and
(3) identify metals that interfere with the formation of a uranium-dye complex. The flow
chart in Figure 3.1 illustrates how the research was broken into three steps in order to
complete these tasks: preconcentration, quantification, and integration. Preconcentration
involved the comparison of LN3 and U/TEVA-2 extraction chromatography resins. The
ability of Br-PADAP, Arsenazo III, and MolyVer to complex uranium was studied during
the quantification step. This step also investigated the effect of pH on complex
formation. Integration of these first two steps allowed for the determination of a
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detection limit and method interferences. The connected, shaded boxes indicate the final
procedure.

Quantification

Integration

Preconcentration
Extraction
Chromatography

Dye

Buffer

LN3

BrPADAP

Pyridine
(pH 4)

U/TEVA-2

Arsenazo
III

TEA
(pH 7)

Detection
Limit

Metal
Interferences

MolyVer

Borate
(pH 10)

Metal
Interferences

Figure 3.1 Steps used to achieve research goals
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

Sample Collection
Approximately 4L of water was collected from a campsite faucet located within
Devil’s Fork State Park (N 34°57’25.4”, W 82°57’6.0”). Water was allowed to run from
the faucet until constant water temperature was reached. Water was collected in 1L
bottles without headspace and acidified to pH 2 with 8M HNO3. Uranium concentration
was determined by alpha spectroscopy.
Four groundwater samples that had been previously collected from private wells
known to have high uranium concentrations were also analyzed. Before water collection
at the well heads, water was flushed until a constant conductivity reading was measured
to ensure access to fresh well water. Samples were acidified to pH ≤ 2 and aerated for 15
minutes to remove dissolved 222Rn. Samples were stored at 4°C. Further details can be
found in Hughes et al. (2005). Because these samples had been stored for so long,
uranium concentrations were redetermined using alpha spectroscopy, as discussed below.

Reagents and Apparatus
Granular, anhydrous sodium carbonate, ACS grade, was purchased from
Mallinckrodt. 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol (Br-PADAP, 97%) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Reagent alcohol (94-96% ethanol + methanol, 4-6%
isopropyl alcohol) was purchased from BDH. Sodium fluoride, USP grade, was
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purchased from EM Science. Nitric acid (1.000 ± 0.005N) was purchased from VWR.
Triethanolamine hydrochloride (TEA) was purchased from Acros Organics. Sodium
hydroxide (1.00N ACS/APHA/EPA/USP volumetric solution) and the uranium reference
standard (1000 µg) were purchased from Ricca Chemical Company. Pyridine (High
Purity Solvent) was purchased from Burdick & Jackson. Perchloric acid (OmniTrace)
was purchased from EMD. Sodium borate (10-Hydrate Crystal Baker Analyzed Reagnet)
was purchased from J.T. Baker, Inc. All reagents were used as received.
A Thermo Orion model 420A+ pH meter equipped with a VWR sympHony
electrode was used to obtain all pH measurements. Before use, the meter was calibrated
with three pH standard solutions: pH 7.00, pH 4.01, and pH 10.01. The meter was only
used when a slope of 98.0 or greater was obtained. The electrode was rinsed with
deionized water between each measurement and stored in deionized water when not in
use.
UV-Visible spectrophotometric analyses were carried out on a Varian Cary 300
Bio UV-Visible Spectrophotometer. The instrument was zeroed with deionized water
and all samples were analyzed from 350nm to 700nm.

Solution Preparation
All glassware was washed following the procedure from MARLAP (2004) in
order to prevent carryover contamination.
Sodium carbonate was prepared in deionized water from solid Na2CO3 to yield a
0.01M solution. Br-PADAP solutions were prepared in 50% (v/v) reagent alcohol from
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approximately 0.0003g solid Br-PADAP to yield a 10-5M orange solution. Sodium
fluoride was prepared in deionized water from approximately 0.08g solid NaF to yield a
0.02M solution. TEA buffer was prepared in deionized water from approximately 18.5g
solid triethanolamine hydrochloride to yield a 1M solution, which was titrated to pH 7.30
with 1N NaOH. Pyridine buffer was prepared in deionized water from 8mL pyridine to
yield a 1M solution, which was titrated to pH 4.10 with perchloric acid. Borate buffer
was prepared from Na2B4O7·10H2O and deionized water to yield a 25 or 50mM solution,
which was titrated to pH 10.00 with 1N NaOH. Uranium solutions were prepared by
diluting the uranium reference standard with deionized water.

Column Experiments
To determine the percent recovery of uranium from LN3 or U/TEVA-2 resins, a
240mL solution containing a known spike of uranium-235 was drawn through the
columns under vacuum. Figure 4.1 shows a vacuum box setup. All experiments were
performed in duplicate. Percent recovery was calculated (Equation 4.1) by dividing the
activity eluted from a column (as determined by alpha or gamma spectroscopy) by the
uranium activity loaded on each column and multiplying by 100:

Recovery(%) =

Activity Eluted from Column
× 100%
Activity Loaded onto Column
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(4.1)

Figure 4.1 Vacuum box setup

Loading effluents were collected in 40mL increments at a flow rate of
approximately 2mL/min. Uranium was eluted with a given volume and concentration of
sodium carbonate, which was collected in a separate vial. Gamma vials (three milliliter
aliquots) were prepared from the original solutions, each loading effluent fraction, and
the uranium elution and analyzed by gamma spectroscopy.
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Gamma spectroscopy analysis was based on the 185.71keV gamma ray for 235U.
The 235U (57.20% emission fraction) spike had a concentration of 3.15x10-5µCi/mL.
Because of a software artifact, the 235U activity in the loading and uranium effluent
gamma vials was calculated by multiplying the 226Ra activity (µCi) by the ratio of the
226

Ra emission fraction to the 235U emission fraction. The percent uranium recovery was

then calculated with equation 4.1 where the activity loaded onto the column is equal to
1.82x10-4µCi and 1.82x10-6µCi at pH 3 and 4, respectively.
For alpha spectroscopy, the activity (Bq) eluted from the column was calculated
by subtracting the background count rate from the sample count rate and dividing by the
detector efficiency. The activity loaded onto the column was equal to 0.31Bq.

Alpha Spectroscopy Analysis
Alpha spectroscopy was carried out on an EG&G Ortec Alpha Spectroscopy
System equipped with Octête PC alpha spectrometers. Detector efficiency was
determined by counting a 7511Bq 241Am source for 300s. Planchets were prepared by
evaporating sample aliquots to dryness and holding in a Bunsen burner flame until
glowing red. All samples were analyzed for at least 13 hours with detector efficiencies
ranging from 4-7%. Two planchets were prepared as a quality assurance/quality control
measure (QA/QC). One contained deionized water spiked with 1N HNO3 and the other
contained 0.01M Na2CO3. No activity was detected from these samples.
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Gamma Spectroscopy Analysis
Gamma spectroscopy was used to determine percent uranium recovery from LN3
cartridges and U/TEVA-2 columns. All loading effluent fractions from both LN3 and
U/TEVA-2 as well as the uranium-235 spike solution were counted for one hour on one
of two Ortec P-type HPGe GEM detector outfitted with a Changer Labs automated
gamma sample changer, 4 inch graded lead shield and Canberra Genie 2000 gamma
spectroscopy software. Relative counting efficiencies were 35 and 40%. Most sodium
carbonate effluents were also counted for one hour. However, select samples were
analyzed for 8 hours. One sample was analyzed for 14 hours on an Ortec P-type HPGe
GEM detector equipped with a Gamma Products model G11-E 4 inch graded lead shield.
This detector had a 30% relative counting efficiency. All detector systems were situated
in a low-level counting room shielded with an additional 2 feet of concrete.

Metal Interference Tests
To investigate the ability of U/TEVA-2 to eliminate metal interferences, 2mL of a
1000ppm emission spectrometry (ES) standard solution was combined with 1mL 1N
HNO3 and evaporated to dryness. The residue was redissolved in 20mL of 0.1N HNO3.
Ten milliliters of this solution was diluted in 30mL deionized water, which was then
passed through a U/TEVA-2 column under vacuum. This loading effluent was discarded
and the column was eluted with 10mL of 0.1M Na2CO3. This was completed in
duplicate. Sodium carbonate effluents were then analyzed by inductively coupled plasma
emission spectrometry (ICP-ES). Table 4.1 shows the metals contained in the ES
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standard solution, each at 1000ppm. Analysis was performed on a Leeman Prodigy ICPES model 6048 with a method uncertainty of ±10%. Reported %RSD values reflect the
variance in replicate measurements of the same sample. This error was propagated when
calculating the average of the two sodium carbonate effluents.

Table 4.1 Metals tested as interferences

Metals Included in 1000ppm Solution
Aluminum
Cerium

Barium
Chromium

Calcium
Iron

Gadolinium

Potassium

Lanthanum

Lithium

Magnesium

Manganese

Sodium

Nickel

Lead

Br-PADAP Concentration
The effect of Br-PADAP concentration on Br-PADAP:uranium complex
formation was investigated using four Br-PADAP concentrations: 10-6, 5x10-6, 10-5, and
10-4M. Triethanolamine was used to buffer solutions to pH ~7.3. Johnson and Florence
(1975) explain that at this pH, an unstable 1:1 Br-PADAP:uranium complex is formed.
Their study of Br-PADAP indicated that when it is complexed with uranium, it becomes
negatively charged due to loss of the hydroxyl proton. Because the uranyl ion has two
positive charges, an additional -1 anion must be present to stabilize the complex. This
counterion was provided by the addition of 0.02M NaF. With the exception of 10-6M BrPADAP, all experiments were performed in triplicate. For all four Br-PADAP
concentrations, an attempt was made to produce a calibration curve with uranium
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concentrations spanning five orders of magnitude: 10-8, 10-7, 10-6, 10-5, 10-4, and 4x10-3M.
The range of uranium concentrations was chosen because we expected the detection limit
of our method to be approximately 10-5M uranium (Kalinich and McClain, 2005).
Experiments utilizing uranium concentrations several orders of magnitude below this
limit ensured that we would quantify at least one order of magnitude below the predicted
detection limit. Higher uranium concentrations were tested due to high levels of uranium
found in the local area (Hughes et al., 2005). Three milliliters of each uranium solution
was used.

Effect of pH on Complex Formation
A series of scoping experiments were performed to investigate the effect of pH on
complex formation. Borate was used to buffer solutions to pH 10 and pyridine was used
to buffer solutions to pH 4. For each buffer, there were four experiments: 10-4M BrPADAP with and without NaF and 10-5M Br-PADAP with and without NaF (see Table
5.3).
Scoping tests involved preparing six solutions: three control vials containing 3mL
of deionized water and three vials containing 3mL of 10-5M uranium. This uranium
concentration was chosen because it corresponds to the drinking water MCL (after
preconcentration) established by the EPA. To all six solutions was added 3mL of BrPADAP, 2mL of buffer, and possibly 2mL of NaF.
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Final Procedure
A 1L sample was acidified to pH 2 and passed through a U/TEVA-2 column
under vacuum. The effluent was discarded. Uranium was eluted from the column with
20mL 0.01M Na2CO3. Concentrated nitric acid, 250µL, was added to the effluent, which
was then evaporated to dryness over medium heat. The residue was reconstituted in 3mL
1N HNO3 and combined with 3mL 10-5M Br-PADAP, 2mL 1M TEA buffer, 2mL NaF,
and 400µL 11.1M NH4OH. The sample sat for two hours to allow for color
development. Uranium concentrations resulting in a purple solution are considered
positive tests. Any other color (i.e. yellow or pink) indicates that the original solution has
a uranium concentration below the method detection limit; this is, therefore, considered a
negative test.

Uranium in Groundwater Tests
The final procedure was tested using groundwater samples collected from private
wells (as described above). With the exception of the 158WW, which was performed in
triplicate, all experiments were performed in duplicate. Table 4.2 shows the volumes of
well water samples used to load 7.6 to 140.2µg uranium onto each U/TEVA-2 column.
Based on Figure 2.3, at least 1L of sample can be concentrated with a U/TEVA-2 column
without breakthrough. Therefore, the last column of Table 4.2 effectively represents
uranium concentrations of 7.6µg/L to 140.2µg/L, assuming that 1L samples are
concentrated with the final procedure outlined above.
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Table 4.2 Well waters used for method testing
Sample Uranium
Sample Volume
Sample ID
Concentration
(mL)
(µg/L)
615JB
76.0±0.2
100
DFSP
20.9±0.1
1000
210RW
317.3±0.8
80
210RW
317.3±0.8
105
158WWA4
78.8±0.2
1000
158WW
1402.1±3.7
100

Uranium Loaded
onto Columns (µg)
7.6
20.9
25.4
33.3
78.8
140.2

To insure there was no uranium breakthrough when using groundwater samples,
all loading effluent was evaporated to dryness and redissolved in 1N HNO3. Aliquots of
this solution were analyzed by alpha spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A new method was developed for the determination of uranium in groundwater.
The two-step technique involves preconcentrating uranium using an extraction
chromatographic resin followed by complexation with an indicator dye. The final
method has a detection limit between 20.9µg/L and 25.4µg/L. Groundwaters containing
uranium at or above this detection limit are purple; samples below this detection limit are
yellow or pink (Figure 5.1).
The following sections serve as a guide through the development process. During
step one, preconcentration, we compared the percent recovery of uranium from two
extraction chromatography resins, LN3 and U/TEVA-2. We also investigated how metal
interferences would affect these recoveries and if the resins could be able to purify a
uranium sample in addition to preconcentrating it. Step two focused on the colorimetric
process. Several dyes were compared for their ability to produce a colored response to
uranium in solution. The effect of pH on complex formation was also studied. The third
and final step combined these first two steps, using groundwater samples to test the final
method.
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blank

1E-8 M

1E-7 M

1E-6 M

1E-5 M

1E-4 M

4E-3 M

Figure 5.1 Color change with increasing uranium concentrations at 10-5M BrPADAP

Preconcentration
Two new extraction chromatography resins, LN3 and U/TEVA-2, were compared
for their ability to concentrate uranium. To determine the percent recovery of uranium
from LN3 or U/TEVA-2 resins, solutions containing a known amount of uranium were
drawn through the columns under vacuum with an estimated initial flow rate of 2mL/min.
A noticeable reduction in the column flow rate was observed as the column reached
capacity (Horwitz and McAlister, 2006). Fractions were collected when water samples
were first passed through U/TEVA-2 or LN3 columns. These fractions were analyzed by
gamma spectroscopy to determine uranium breakthrough. No uranium was detected
above the minimum detection activity of approximately 10-6µCi/mL for a one hour count
time, indicating that the greatest amount of uranium breakthrough could have been
6x10-6µCi/mL, which is 3% of the activity loaded onto the column. Therefore,
incomplete recovery may indicate there is some uranium remaining on the column.
Uranium may have bound irreversibly to the column support or stationary phase, sodium
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carbonate may have been passed through the column faster than equilibrium could be
established, or insufficient amounts of sodium carbonate may have been present to strip
all uranium. Figure 5.2 compares the percent recovery of uranium on LN3 and U/TEVA2 columns at two different sodium carbonate eluent concentrations, 1M and 0.1M, and
two different pH values of the load solution, 3 and 4. The charcoal bars represent LN3
and the gray bars represent U/TEVA-2.
120

LN3 pH3
U/TEVA-2 pH3
LN3 pH4
U/TEVA-2 pH4

Uranium Recovery (%)

100

80

60

40

20

0
1M

0.1M
Na2CO3 Concentration

Figure 5.2 Comparison of the percent uranium recovery from LN3 and U/TEVA-2
resins. Conditions: 240mL loading volume; 10mL Na2CO3 volume; error bars represent
the percent difference of duplicate measurements

Solid bars are for experiments conducted with a pH 3 load solution; dotted bars are for
experiments conducted with a pH 4 load solution. For the pH 3 load solution, 1M
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Na2CO3 elutes approximately 90% uranium from U/TEVA-2 and an average of 87%
uranium from LN3. For the pH 4 load solution, the percent recovery of uranium is
significantly less for U/TEVA-2, only 75%. However, the average recovery from LN3
increased to 97%.
Due to the strong affinity of the uranyl ion, UO2+2, for carbonate, it is more
desirable to use the lowest possible concentration of sodium carbonate to strip uranium
from the columns. From Figure 5.2, it is apparent that, on average, lower sodium
carbonate concentrations elute less uranium from both U/TEVA-2 and LN3 resins.
While 1M Na2CO3 was able to elute an average of 87% uranium from LN3 than was
loaded at pH3, 0.1M Na2CO3 only eluted an average of 78% uranium. Although there is
greater variability in the amount of uranium eluted from LN3 with a pH 4 load solution
using 0.1M Na2CO3 than at 1M Na2CO3, complete recovery of uranium may be possible
under both conditions if volumes greater than 10mL are used. At 0.1M Na2CO3, an
average of 85% and 80% uranium is eluted from U/TEVA-2 columns at pH 3 and pH 4
loading conditions, respectively. A maximum of approximately 90% uranium could be
eluted at either pH.
At 0.1M Na2CO3, the average amount of uranium eluted decreases with
increasing pH loading solutions for both U/TEVA-2 and LN3 resins. This indicates that
at high pH values, uranium breakthrough may occur. To prevent this, samples should be
acidified to at least pH 3. Figure 2.3, which showed the uptake of actinides on U/TEVA2, also helped us decide to which pH samples should be acidified. Although the figure
does not provide data for values greater than pH 2, the trend for U(VI) can be
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extrapolated. We, therefore, assume that the k’ for U(VI) will continue to decrease with
increasing pH. This indicates that more uranium can be preconcentrated at lower pH
values, minimizing breakthrough. All samples were acidified to pH 2 for the remainder
of method development due to the assumed higher k’ and continuance of the trend that
uranium breakthrough occurs at pH 4 loading and 0.1M Na2CO3 elution.
Figure 5.2 also indicates that with a pH 3 load solution, consistent uranium
elution from U/TEVA-2 is achieved between 1M and 0.1M Na2CO3. With a pH 4 load
solution, uranium elution from U/TEVA-2 is potentially increased when using 0.1M
instead of 1M Na2CO3. Recoveries from LN3 are not consistent, and the average percent
recovery is decreased at 0.1M Na2CO3 compared to 1M Na2CO3. Because higher
uranium recovery can be achieved from U/TEVA-2 than LN3 at lower sodium carbonate
concentrations, U/TEVA-2 columns were used for the remainder of method development.
To investigate the ability of U/TEVA-2 to eliminate groundwater constituents that
may prevent the formation of a uranium-dye complex, a solution containing a variety of
metals (as described on page 33) was passed through a U/TEVA-2 column and then
eluted with 10mL 0.1M Na2CO3. The effluent was then analyzed by ICP-ES. Table 5.1
displays the metals that were detected. Barium, calcium, chromium, iron, lanthanum,
lithium, magnesium, manganese, and sodium were all components of the metal standard
that was passed through the column. The large excess of sodium is also due to the 0.1M
Na2CO3 used to strip the metals from the column. The presence of phosphorus results
from elution of the chemical extractant from the column and the other elements—boron,
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cadmium, copper, strontium, vanadium, and zinc—likely result from impurities in
sodium carbonate or nitric acid.
Table 5.1 Metals detected by ICP-ES
Avg. Concentration
Element
DF
(mg/L)
B
2.83±9.98%
0.972
Ba
1.99±4.55%
0.980
Ca
2.67±6.41%
0.973
Cd
1.68±9.44%
0.983
Cr
35±1.53%
0.650
Cu
1.49±7.03%
0.985
Fe
7.31±1.99%
0.927
La
1.89±12.63%
0.981

Element
Li
Mg
Mn
Na
P
Sr
V
Zn

Avg. Concentration
(mg/L)
2.39±7.18%
2.15±0.73%
1.09±6.56%
4530±0.21%
19±10.08%
2±0.51%
29.85±0.58%
1.94±4.58%

DF
0.976
0.979
0.989
n/a
0.810
0.980
0.702
0.981

Of the metals listed in Table 5.1, only five present a concern: cadmium, copper,
iron, manganese, and zinc. Kalinich (2000) discovered that these five elements will bind
with Br-PADAP although there is no indication of at what concentration these elements
become a problem. However, several steps can be taken to prevent these interferences.
Iron will only be retained by U/TEVA resin in the +3 state. Adding ascorbic acid to the
sample will reduce iron to +2, causing it to be eluted from the column. Kalinich (2000)
has shown that the other four elements can be masked by adding a combination of EDTA
and sodium citrate to the column effluent.
Overall, the U/TEVA-2 column resulted in a decontamination factor of nearly one
order of magnitude for most of the metals in the load solution, which is very good. This
is also the worst-case scenario since, as described below, 20 mL of 0.01M Na2CO3
(0.2mmol) was ultimately used to elute uranium from the column. The total moles of
CO3-2 from 10mL of 0.1M Na2CO3 (1mmol), used for the elution of the metals standard,
is five times greater than the 0.2mmol used for elution in the final method.
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Colorimetric Process
Originally, the ability of Arsenazo III (AIII) and Br-PADAP to bind uranium and
form a colored complex was to be compared. However, further research into the toxicity
of Arsenazo III led us to eliminate it from our investigation. According to the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), AIII is a known human
carcinogen that can also cause kidney, lung, and liver damage upon exposure (3E, 2008).
As an alternative, the possibility of modifying a colorimetric test for molybdenum
for use with uranium was investigated. Hach, Inc. provides a colorimetric test for
molybdenum in water and wastewater to be used with its series of portable colorimeters.
Because uranium and molybdenum both have a predominant oxidation state of +6, we
hypothesized that this procedure could be used for the determination of uranium in
drinking water. The method provided by Hach utilizes mercaptoacetic acid, which
complexes with molybdenum to form a yellow complex. Initial tests with uranium
yielded colorless solutions, indicating that uranium did not complex with mercaptoacetic
acid. More details and further discussion of the results can be found in Appendix B. The
remainder of our research focused on Br-PADAP.
Experiments were prepared to investigate the effect of Br-PADAP concentration
on complex formation. Four Br-PADAP concentrations were used: 10-6, 5x10-6, 10-5, and
10-4M. Samples prepared with 10-6M Br-PADAP were very faint in color with no visual
distinction between uranium concentrations from 10-8 to 4x10-3M. Analyses of these
samples by UV-Visible Spectrophotometry were poorly resolved. Samples at 5x10-6M
Br-PADAP exhibited a color trend visible to the eye in the same uranium concentration
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range. Those containing less than 10-5M uranium were yellow, 10-5M uranium was pink,
10-4M was purple, and 4x10-3M was orange. However, the maximum absorbencies of
these solutions were less than 0.08.
Samples containing 10-5 and 10-4M Br-PADAP had the most favorable results.
Figure 5.3 is a graph of absorbance versus wavelength for a range of uranium
concentrations at 10-5M Br-PADAP. The peak at 450nm represents the free, or
uncomplexed, Br-PADAP in solution. As would be expected, the absorbance at this
wavelength decreases with increasing uranium concentration, corresponding to the
formation of a Br-PADAP:uranium complex. The sudden increase and slight shift of the
450nm peak to shorter wavelengths at the highest uranium concentration corresponds to
the formation of uranyl nitrate, a yellow precipitate (Lide, 2008). The double peak at 550
and 578nm represents the Br-PADAP:uranium complex and the absorbance at these
wavelengths increases with increasing uranium concentration. Figure 5.1 shows the color
change that is visible to the naked eye. Uranium concentrations below 10-5M are yellow;
those at or above 10-5M uranium are purple.
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Figure 5.3 Effect of uranium concentration on Br-PADAP:uranium complex
formation at 10-5M Br-PADAP, 1M TEA, and 0.02M NaF

Figure 5.4 is a graph of absorbance of the Br-PADAP:uranium complex as a
function of uranium concentration. Figure 5.4a displays this trend for 10-4M uranium
while Figure 5.4b contains data from 10-6, 5x10-6, and 10-5M Br-PADAP. For all four
Br-PADAP concentrations, the trend reveals saturation behavior. While this is not
entirely surprising, we would have expected to reach saturation at lower uranium
concentrations because the complex is known to have a 1:1 molar ratio (Johnson and
Florence, 1975). The reasons why such behavior is observed are not fully understood,
but must be at least partially due to incomplete complexation of all the uranium in
solution. Also, at 5x10-6 and 10-5M Br-PADAP there is a clear linear trend from 10-6 to
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10-4M uranium; outside this region, the trend becomes nonlinear. There are no linear
trends for 10-6 or 10-4M Br-PADAP.
A graph of absorbance versus wavelength for 10-4M Br-PADAP is similar to that
seen in Figure 5.3 for 10-5M Br-PADAP. There is a peak at 450nm representing the
uncomplexed Br-PADAP in solution. The absorbance at this wavelength decreases with
increasing uranium concentration, corresponding to the formation of a BrPADAP:uranium complex. There is also the characteristic double peak at 550 and
578nm represents the Br-PADAP:uranium complex, which increases with increasing
uranium concentration. At this higher Br-PADAP concentration, solutions containing
uranium concentrations below 10-5M are orange, the 10-5M solution is yellow, and
solutions above 10-5M uranium are purple.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results from experiments performed at 10-5M and 10-4M
Br-PADAP. Although both sets of experiments were successful and very similar
spectrophotometrically, the color change visible to the eye distinguishes them. The
abrupt color change from <10-5M to 10-5M uranium at 10-5M Br-PADAP indicates a
detection limit between 10-6 and 10-5M uranium. The sequence of color changes for 10-4
Br-PADAP is much more gradual and indicates a higher detection limit between 10-5 and
10-4M uranium. Therefore, the remaining Br-PADAP experiments were carried out at 105

M due to its lower detection limit.
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Figure 5.4 Correlation between uranium concentration and Br-PADAP:uranium
complex absorption
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Table 5.2 Comparison of colorimetric results for 10-4 and 10-5M Br-PADAP
[Br-PADAP]
< 10-5M U
10-5M U
> 10-5M U
-4
10
orange
yellow
purple
10-5
yellow
purple
purple

A series of scoping experiments were performed to investigate the effect of pH on
complex formation. Pyridine is frequently used in the literature to buffer the
complexation of Br-PADAP with uranium to pH 4.1 (Johnson and Florence, 1975).
Johnson and Florence (1975) have previously shown that a neutral Br-PADAP:uranium
complex forms with double maxima at 552 and 586nm. The shift of complex maxima to
longer wavelengths was hypothesized to be due to the formation of a hydroxo-bridged
complex or polymerization of UO2OH+. No counter ion was needed to stabilize the
complex. No studies have been done investigating the complexation of Br-PADAP with
uranium in basic solutions. Borate was used to buffer solutions to pH 10 and we
hypothesized that a counter ion would be needed to stabilize the Br-PADAP:uranium
complex. Table 5.3 summarizes the eight scoping experiments; further details can be
found in Appendix C. The success of an experiment was determined from analysis of
UV-VIS spectra. Unsuccessful experiments are defined as having no indication of BrPADAP:uranium complex formation. Mediocre experiments are defined as those
exhibiting complex formation as a small shoulder on the peak representing uncomplexed
Br-PADAP in solution. Successful experiments are defined as those with the
characteristic double maxima (at λ = 550nm and 578nm) for the Br-PADAP:uranium
peak, which increased with increasing uranium concentration.
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Table 5.3 Summary of scoping experiments investigating effect of pH on complex
formation
Experiment
[Br-PADAP]
Buffer
NaF
Result

1

10-4

Borate

No

Mediocre

2

-4

Borate

Yes

Mediocre

3

-5

10

Borate

No

Successful

4

10-5

Borate

Yes

Successful

5

10-4

Pyridine

No

Unsuccessful

6

10-4

Pyridine

Yes

Mediocre

7

10-5

Pyridine

No

Successful

8

10-5

Pyridine

Yes

Unsuccessful

10

No further experiments were conducted on mediocre or unsuccessful scoping
experiments. Experiments 3 and 4 both involved 10-5M Br-PADAP and borate buffer,
without and with a counter ion, respectively. This indicates that in basic solutions, a
neutral Br-PADAP:uranium complex is formed and no counter ion is needed to stabilize
the complex. However, presence of a counter ion does not negatively affect complex
formation. Favoring the most simple matrix, no further experiments were performed with
borate and a counter ion. Although experiment 7 was successful, preparation of the
pyridine buffer requires a titration with perchloric acid, so no further testing was
performed.
Figure 5.5 is a graph of absorbance versus wavelength for a range of uranium
concentrations at 10-5M Br-PADAP and 25mM borate. As before, the peak at 450nm
represents the uncomplexed Br-PADAP in solution. The absorbance at this wavelength
decreases with increasing uranium concentration, corresponding to the formation of a BrPADAP:uranium complex. The double peak at 550 and 578nm represents the Br-
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PADAP:uranium complex and the absorbance at these wavelengths increases with
increasing uranium concentration.
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Figure 5.5 Effect of uranium concentration on Br-PADAP:uranium complex
formation at 10-5M Br-PADAP and 25mM Borate

It appears as if Br-PADAP becomes completely complexed at lower uranium
concentrations when using the borate buffer instead of the TEA buffer. However, there is
significantly less borate buffer than TEA buffer in these solutions. A lower TEA
concentration may produce similar results. Ultimately, it was decided to use TEA buffer
instead of borate buffer, even though it was used at a higher concentration and required
the addition of NaF to stabilize the Br-PADAP:uranium complex anticipating that higher
pH solutions would induce uranium carbonate formation.
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Initial tests using 10-5M Br-PADAP, TEA buffer, and NaF indicated that the
colorimetric detection limit was between 10-6 and 10-5M uranium. In order to determine
a more precise detection limit, samples were prepared at 10-6, 3x10-6, 7x10-6, and 10-5M
uranium. The two lowest concentrations were yellow solutions; the solution containing
7x10-6M uranium was gray; the solution containing 10-5M uranium was purple. This
indicates that the detection limit for the colorimetric process, based on 3mL aliquots of
the uranium solutions, is between 3x10-6M and 10-5M uranium. This corresponds to a 1L
sample with a concentration of 2.14-7.14µg/L, assuming complete uranium recovery.
This is significantly lower than the EPA MCL of 30µg/L.

Optimization
After investigating preconcentration and the colorimetric process individually, the
two steps were combined in order to optimize the method. One major problem was that
Br-PADAP will only complex with uranium in the form of uranyl nitrate, but column
effluents were in the form of uranyl carbonate. The uranyl ion, UO2+2, forms a complex
with carbonate, CO3-2, which is assumed to be a stronger than the complex between
UO2+2 and Br-PADAP. Therefore, the bond between UO2+2 and CO3-2 needs to be
broken to allow for the formation of uranyl nitrate, which is a weaker complex than that
between UO2+2 and Br-PADAP. Eluting a U/TEVA-2 column with 0.1M Na2CO3
prevented Br-PADAP from complexing with enough uranium to produce a satisfactory
colorimetric result. Therefore, several strategies were devised in order to convert uranyl
carbonate to uranyl nitrate: (1) elute columns with Br-PADAP, (2) boil samples
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rigorously to release CO2, (3) follow extraction chromatography with ion
chromatography, (4) buffer solutions to a lower pH. The second strategy was further
expanded. The first experiment involved boiling a sample down to 3mL after the
addition of a small amount of concentrated nitric acid. Control samples were peach and
uranium solutions were pink. In order to obtain greater color distinction between the two
samples, the experiment was repeated with one modification: samples were evaporated
completely to dryness and redissolved in 1M nitric acid. After adjustment to neutral pH
with 1M sodium hydroxide, the control samples were pink and the uranium solutions
were purple. However, the UV-VIS spectra revealed shifts and deformation of the peak
representing the Br-PADAP:uranium complex. This was hypothesized to be the result of
excess sodium in solution resulting from sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide. To
test this hypothesis, samples were prepared in 0.01M sodium carbonate and pH adjusted
with ammonium hydroxide. Control samples were yellow and uranium solutions were
purple. The double peak representing the Br-PADAP:uranium complex in the uranium
solutions was no longer deformed. Appendix D describes all of these strategies in greater
detail.
Ultimately, U/TEVA-2 columns were eluted with 20mL of 0.01M Na2CO3. The
effluent was then combined with 250µL of concentrated nitric acid and boiled to dryness.
The resulting solutions resembled those from developing the colorimetric process. The
concentrated solutions containing less than 10-5M uranium were pink and those
containing 10-5M or greater uranium were purple.
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The final colorimetric procedure for quantification of uranium in groundwater, as
developed, is outlined below:
1. Acidify 1L of sample to pH 2
2. Pass acidified sample through U/TEVA-2 column and discard effluent
3. Elute uranium with 20mL 0.01M Na2CO3
4. Add 240µL concentrated HNO3 to effluent and evaporate to dryness over
medium heat
5. Redissolve residue in 3mL 1N HNO3
6. Add 3mL 10-5M Br-PADAP, 2mL 1M TEA buffer, 2mL 0.02M NaF, and
400µL 11.1M NH4OH
7. Develop sample for two hours and compare to color chart
This optimized method was tested using groundwater samples collected from the
local area. Table 5.4 summarizes the results of concentrating 7.6-140.2µg uranium with
the U/TEVA-2 columns. Based on the colorimetric detection limit of 2.14-7.14µg/L
uranium, we would have expected the 615JB and DFSP samples to be purple and return a
positive result. The fact that these two samples were pink indicates a higher detection
limit for the overall method between 20.9µg/L and 25.4µg/L. The discrepancy between
the colorimetric and overall detection limits is hypothesized to be due to incomplete
recovery or breakthrough of uranium in the groundwater samples during the
preconcentration step.
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Table 5.4 Summary of groundwater sample experiments

Sample ID

Sample U
(µgL)

Sample
Volume (mL)

Uranium
(µg)

Color

Result

615JB
DFSP
210RW
210RW
158WWA4
158WW

76.0
20.9
317.3
317.3
78.8
1402.1

100
1000
80
105
1000
100

7.6
20.9
25.4
33.3
78.8
140.2

Pink
Pink
Purple
Purple
Purple
Purple w/ ppt

Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

Metal Interferences
To gain further understanding of the impact metal interferences have on the final
method, several groundwater samples were subjected to the colorimetric process without
preconcentration. Table 5.5 summarizes the results of these experiments. The expected
color for each solution is based on the colorimetric detection limit of 2.14-7.14µg/L
uranium. Solutions containing uranium concentrations below this detection limit should
be yellow, those within the detection limit should be gray, and those above the detection
limit should be purple. The discrepancy between the observed and expected colors for
the first two samples indicates higher concentrations of uranium in those samples. These
results indicate that Br-PADAP will complex metals other than uranium if they are
present in groundwater that has not been preconcentrated/purified. These results further
support the use of extraction chromatography to eliminate interferences from
groundwater samples.
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Table 5.5 Summary of groundwater metal interference experiments

Sample U (µg/L)

Sample Volume
(mL)

Equivalent
Uranium
(µg/L)

Color

Expected Color

20.9
140.2
20.9

20
20
1000

0.4
2.8
20.9

Tan
Purple
Purple

Yellow
Gray
Purple
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS

A new method was developed for the determination of uranium in groundwater
with an overall detection limit between 20.9µg/L and 25.4µg/L. The final procedure was
a two-step process: uranium preconcentration followed by colorimetric uranium
determination.
Uranium preconcentration was achieved by passing a 1L sample acidified to
pH ≤ 3 through a U/TEVA-2 extraction chromatography column. Uranium was then
eluted from the column with 20mL of 0.01M Na2CO3 where quantitative recovery was
achieved (111.3±17.8%). Preconcentrating the uranium in a sample also served to
remove metals from groundwater samples that may have otherwise become interferences
to the method.
Colorimetric uranium determination was achieved by boiling column effluent to
dryness and redissolving in 1N HNO3. A combination of Br-PADAP, TEA buffer, and
NaF were added, producing a colored solution. The TEA buffered the solution to neutral
pH. At this pH, an unstable 1:1 Br-PADAP:uranium complex was formed. Previous
research (Johnson and Florence, 1975) indicated that when Br-PADAP was complexed
with uranium, it became negatively charged due to loss of the hydroxyl proton. Because
the uranyl ion has two positive charges, an additional -1 anion must be present to stabilize
the complex. This counter ion was provided by the addition of NaF. Purple solutions
indicated a drinking water uranium concentration greater than 25µg/L.
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The procedure developed herein was relatively rapid and required little or no
technical training to conduct, making it ideal for a consumer product. The method may
also be used as a screening technique in the laboratory or field environments.
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Appendix A
Percent Uranium Recovery Raw Data

The following tables provide the raw data used to create Figure 5.2. The emission
fraction of 226Ra is 3.5%.

Table A.1 Percent uranium recovery raw data for LN3 at pH 3 and 1M Na2CO3

Sample
LN3PH3A
LN3PH3B

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

5.47x10-6
7.68x10-6

Ra (µCi/mL)
8.94x10-5
n/a

% 235U Recovery
72.23
101.48

Table A.2 Percent uranium recovery raw data for U/TEVA-2 at pH 3 and 1M
Na2CO3

Sample
7NCOUP3C
7NCOUP3D

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

2.33x10-4
2.31x10-4

Ra (µCi/mL)
n/a
n/a

% 235U Recovery
89.78
88.97

Table A.3 Percent uranium recovery raw data for LN3 at pH 4 and 1M Na2CO3

Sample
LN3PH4A
LN3PH4B
*below instrument DL

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

8.00x10-7
6.72x10-7

Ra (µCi/mL)

1.31x10-5 *
1.10x10-5

% 235U Recovery
105.65
88.76

Table A.4 Percent uranium recovery raw data for U/TEVA-2 at pH 4 and 1M
Na2CO3

Sample
6NCOUP3C
6NCOUP3D
*below instrument DL

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

7.00x10-6
1.96x10-5

Ra (µCi/mL)

1.14x10-4 *
3.12x10-4
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% 235U Recovery
2.70
75.75

Table A.5 Percent uranium recovery raw data for LN3 at pH 3 and 0.1M Na2CO3

Sample
NA2CO3C 2.4 mL
NA2CO3D 2.4mL

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

6.68x10-5
6.31x10-5

Ra (µCi/mL)
n/a
n/a

% 235U Recovery
79.94
75.59

Table A.6 Percent uranium recovery raw data for U/TEVA-2 at pH 3 and 0.1M
Na2CO3

Sample
UT2P3CN
UT2P3DN

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

1.77x10-4
2.02x10-4

Ra (µCi/mL)
n/a
n/a

% 235U Recovery
79.86
91.22

Table A.7 Percent uranium recovery raw data for LN3 at pH 4 and 0.1M Na2CO3

Sample
NA2CO3C 0.24mL
NA2CO3D 0.24mL

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

4.17x10-6
7.51x10-6

Ra (µCi/mL)
6.82x10-5
n/a

% 235U Recovery
49.94
89.95

Table A.8 Percent uranium recovery raw data for U/TEVA-2 at pH 4 and 0.1M
Na2CO3

Sample
UT2P4CN
UT2P4DN

235

226

U (µCi/mL)

1.96x10-5
1.56x10-5

Ra (µCi/mL)
n/a
2.55x10-4
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% 235U Recovery
88.25
70.22

Appendix B
Mercaptoacetic Acid Testing

Hach Method 8036, for use with a Hach DR/890 Colorimeter, uses
mercaptoacetic acid to test for molybdenum and molybdate. The procedure, outlined
below, has an estimated detection limit of 0.2mg/L Mo+6 in water or wastewater (Hach,
2007).
1. Fill a sample cell with 10mL of sample.
2. Add the contents of one Moly Ver 1 Reagent Powder Pillow. Cap the cell and
invert several times to mix.
3. Add the contents of one Moly Ver 2 Reagent Powder Pillow. Cap the cell and
invert several times to mix.
4. Add the contents of one Moly Ver 3 Reagent Powder Pillow. Cap the cell and
invert several times to mix. This is the prepared sample.
5. Allow for a 5-minute reaction period, during which molybdenum will cause a
yellow color to form.
6. The sample can then be read on the DR/890 Colorimeter.
There are several metal interferences to the method: aluminum (>50mg/L), chromium
(>1000mg/L), copper (>10mg/L), iron (>50mg/L), nickel (>50mg/L), and nitrite
(>2000mg/L; Hach, 2007).
We hypothesizes that the active ingredient in this method, mercaptoacetic acid,
may complex the uranyl ion due the +6 oxidation state of uranium. However, when the
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method was run with solutions of known uranium concentration, a white precipitate
formed and the solution was unable to be quantified by the DR/890 Colorimeter.
Visual MINTEQ (Gustafsson, 2007) was used to model the speciation of
molybdenum and uranium in solution to determine why Hach Method 8036 did not work.
The output revealed that 99.865% of molybdenum was in the form of MoO4-2 while
99.151% of uranium was in the form of UO2(CO3)3-4 for the chemical conditions of the
method. Therefore, uranium exists in solution as a larger molecule with a larger negative
charge than molybdenum, presumably preventing it from complexing with
mercaptoacetic acid.
Figures B.1 and B.2 show the component input and speciation output,
respectively, for molybdenum. Figures B.3 and B.4 show the component input and
speciation output, respectively, for uranium.

Figure B.1 Visual MINTEQ input for molybdenum
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Figure B.2 Visual MINTEQ speciation output for molybdenum

Figure B.3 Visual MINTEQ input for uranium
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Figure B.4 Visual MINTEQ speciation output for uranium
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Appndix C
Effect of pH on Complex Formation

Scoping tests involved preparing six solutions: three control vials containing 3mL
of deionized water and three vials containing 3mL of 10-5M uranium. This uranium
concentration was chosen because it corresponds to the drinking water MCL (after a 50 to
1 concentration) established by the EPA and because it was the visible detection limit for
systems buffered with TEA. To all six solutions was added 3mL of Br-PADAP, 2mL of
buffer, and possibly 2mL of NaF.

Experiment 1
The matrix for the first scoping experiment involved 10-4M Br-PADAP and
25mM borate buffer (pH 10). The control solutions were a light orange while the
uranium solutions were a dark orange. UV-Vis spectra (Figure C.1) revealed a large peak
at 450nm for all six samples, representing the uncomplexed Br-PADAP in solution.
Spectra for the uranium containing samples exhibited a shoulder to this peak at ~620nm,
which may be indicative of complex formation. The Br-PADAP:uranium peak is usually
seen at 578nm. This shift may be due to the high pH of the solution or the lack of a
counter-ion to stabilize the Br-PADAP:uranium complex.
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Figure C.1 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 1. Conditions: 10-4M Br-PADAP

and 25mM borate

Experiment 2
The matrix for the second experiment involved 10-4M Br-PADAP, borate buffer,
and NaF counter ion. As with the first experiment, the control solutions were a light
orange while the uranium solutions were a dark orange. UV-Vis spectra (Figure C.2)
revealed a large peak at 450nm for all six samples, representing the uncomplexed BrPADAP in solution. Spectra for the uranium containing samples exhibited a shoulder to
this peak at ~600nm, attributed to the formation of a Br-PADAP:uranium complex.
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Figure C.2 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 2. Conditions: 10-4M Br-PADAP,

25mM borate, and 0.02M NaF

Experiment 3
The matrix for the third experiment involved 10-5M Br-PADAP and 25mM borate
buffer. The results from this test are discussed in the text on page 49.

Experiment 4
The matrix for the fourth experiment involved 10-5M Br-PADAP, 25mM borate
buffer, and 0.02M NaF. Figure C.3 is a graph of absorbance versus wavelength for these
experimental conditions. The peak at 450nm represents the uncomplexed Br-PADAP in
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solution. The absorbance at this wavelength drops significantly for the uranium
solutions, indicating the formation of a Br-PADAP:uranium complex. The double peak
at 550 and 578nm represents the Br-PADAP:uranium complex and the absorbance at
these wavelengths increases significantly for the uranium solutions. Control solutions
were yellow and uranium solutions were purple.
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Figure C.3 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 4. Conditions: 10-5M Br-PADAP,

25mM borate, and 0.02M NaF
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Experiment 5
The matrix for the fifth experiment involved 10-4M Br-PADAP and 1M pyridine
buffer (pH 4). Similar to the experiments utilizing borate, the control solutions were a
light orange while the uranium solutions were a dark orange. Figure C.4 is a graph of
absorbance versus wavelength confirming the presence of uncomplexed Br-PADAP in all
six samples (peak at 450nm). Although the absorbance of the peak at 450nm decreases in
the uranium samples, there is little indication of complex formation. This corresponds
with the slight color change between the control and uranium-containing samples.
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Figure C.4 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 5. Conditions: 10-4M Br-PADAP

and 1M pyridine
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Experiment 6
The matrix for the sixth experiment involved 10-4M Br-PADAP, 1M pyridine
buffer, and 0.02M NaF counter ion. Surprisingly, all six solutions were varying shades of
orange. Figure C.5 is a graph of absorbance versus wavelength for these six solutions.
The peak at 450nm confirms the presence of uncomplexed Br-PADAP in all six samples.
There is little difference in absorbance of this peak between the control and uranium
samples despite the fact that the uranium samples exhibit a small shoulder at 575nm
indicative of the Br-PADAP:uranium complex.
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Figure C.5 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 6. Conditions: 10-4M Br-PADAP,

1M pyridine, and 0.02M NaF
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Experiment 7
The matrix for the seventh experiment involved 10-5M Br-PADAP and 1M
pyridine buffer. Figure C.6 is a graph of absorbance versus wavelength for these
experimental conditions. The peak at 450nm represents the uncomplexed Br-PADAP in
solution and has a lower absorbance for uranium samples than control samples. The
double peak at 550 and 590nm represents the Br-PADAP:uranium complex and the
absorbance at these wavelengths is higher for the uranium solutions. Control solutions
were yellow and uranium solutions were tan.
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Figure C.6 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 7. Conditions: 10-5M Br-PADAP

and 1M pyridine
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Experiment 8
The matrix for the last scoping experiment involved 10-5M Br-PADAP, 1M
pyridine buffer, and 0.02M NaF counter ion. Figure C.7 is a graph of absorbance versus
wavelength for these experimental conditions. The peak at 450nm confirms the presence
of uncomplexed Br-PADAP in all six samples. However, overall there is little distinction
between control and uranium samples. All six solutions were yellow.
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Figure C.7 UV-VIS spectra for scoping experiment 8. Conditions: 10-5M Br-PADAP,

1M pyridine, and 0.02M NaF
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Appendix D
Conversion of Uranyl Carbonate to Uranyl Nitrate

Several schemes were devised in order to convert uranyl carbonate to uranyl
nitrate: (1) elute extraction chromatographic columns with Br-PADAP, (2) boil samples
rigorously to release CO2, (3) follow extraction chromatography with ion
chromatography, (4) buffer solutions to a lower pH.

Scheme 1
Ten milliliters of 10-5M uranium was added to a U/TEVA-2 column and allowed
to flow through under gravity followed by 10mL of 10-5M Br-PADAP. A red band
formed at the top of the column material but did not progress through the column.
Effluent, while not colored, was cloudy. This is probably due to dissolution of the
column material since the Br-PADAP solution is 50% (v/v) reagent alcohol. In order for
this process to work, another solution would need to be added to the column to elute the
Br-PADAP band. However, eluting the column with Br-PADAP would allow it to
complex with any metals from the sample solution that had been extracted by the column.

Scheme 2
Two vials were prepared, one containing 10mL of 0.1M Na2CO3 and one
containing 10mL of 0.1M uranium carbonate (prepared from 10-5M uranium). To both
vials was added 240µL concentrated nitric acid in order to evolve CO2. Small stir bars
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were added to each vials, which were then placed on a hotplate and boiled down to 3mL.
Br-PADAP (10-5M), TEA, and NaF were then added to each vial. Both became yellow
solutions with pH values around 1.2. To raise the pH to within buffer range, 1M NaOH
was added dropwise. The vial acting as a control changed to a peach color and the
uranium sample turned to a pink color. Figures D.1 and D.2 display the UV-VIS spectra
for these samples before and after pH adjustment, respectively. Despite apparent
instrument drifting in Figure D.1, both traces only exhibit a peak at approximate 450nm
for the uncomplexed Br-PADAP in solution.
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Figure D.1 UV-VIS spectra before pH adjustment
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Figure D.2 UV-VIS spectra after pH adjustment

After pH adjustment, Figure D.2 shows apparent Br-PADAP:uranium complex
formation with a double peak at 550 and 600nm. Curiously, there is evidence of complex
formation in the control sample as well, although shifted to shorter wavelengths. This
explains the weak color difference between the two samples.
This experiment was repeated with one modification: samples were evaporated
completely to dryness and redissolved in 3mL 1N HNO3. After pH adjustment, the
control sample was pink and the uranium solution was purple. Figure D.3 is a graph of
absorbance versus wavelength for these two solutions. Once again, the control solution
exhibits complex formation with a double peak at 520 and 560nm. In addition, the peak
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centered around 550nm in the uranium solution, which should represent the BrPADAP:uranium complex, is deformed. These features may be the result of excess
sodium in solution from both the 0.1M Na2CO3 solution and the NaOH used to pH adjust
the solutions.
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Figure D.3 UV-VIS spectra for samples evaporated to dryness

To test this hypothesis, samples were prepared in 0.01M Na2CO3 and pH adjusted
using 11.1M NH4OH. Control samples were yellow and uranium solutions were purple.
Figure D.4 shows the spectral results. The double peak representing the Br-
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PADAP:uranium complex in the uranium solutions is no longer deformed and indications
of this complex in control solutions are diminished.
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Figure D.4 UV-VIS spectra for samples prepared with 0.01M Na2CO3 and pH
adjusted with NH4OH

In an effort to further decrease complex formation in control samples, tests were
performed in 0.1M (NH4)2CO3 and pH adjusted with NH4OH. Control samples were
yellow and uranium solutions were purple. Figure D.5 is a graph of absorbance versus
wavelength for these samples. There is only minimal indication of complex formation in
control samples, exhibited by a small shoulder at approximately 550nm. This appears to
be the optimized system.
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Figure D.5 UV-VIS spectra for samples prepared in 0.1M (NH4)2CO3 and pH
adjusted with NH4OH

The ability of 0.01M Na2CO3 and 0.1M (NH4)2CO3 to strip uranium from a
U/TEVA-2 column was tested by passing 240mL of a solution containing a known
uranium concentration, acidified to pH 3, through the column. To test for uranium
breakthrough, all fractions were saved and planchets were prepared for alpha
spectroscopy. Ten milliliters of 0.01M Na2CO3 or 0.1M (NH4)2CO3 was then passed
through the column. Planchets were also prepared from these elution effluents. The
U/TEVA-2 columns eluted with 0.01M Na2CO3 and 0.1M (NH4)2CO3 had uranium
recoveries of 63.7±6.4% and 79.1±6.7%, respectively. To see if more uranium could be
recovered from the columns, ten more milliliters of 0.01M Na2CO3 and 0.1M (NH4)2CO3
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were passed through the columns. This brought total recoveries to 111.3±17.8% and
90.5±9.3% for 0.01M Na2CO3 and 0.1M (NH4)2CO3, respectively.
Strategies 3 and 4 were not tested. The system was optimized using 20mL of
0.01M Na2CO3 to elute a U/TEVA-2 column using 11.1 NH4OH to pH adjust samples.
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